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Welcome to a New Year!
A new year of The Dispatch that is!
Though it was less than 12 months since I put out
the first preview issue, the magazine has quickly
settled into a seasonal schedule. To that extent,
you can look for The Dispatch to be published
on the first day of the season on the cover.
This month’s issue is larger than last month’s, so
there will be plenty to interest you in all scales and
all sizes of Micro.
You will see I’m featuring a 16mm scale layout
that is larger than 4 square feet.
We often forget that Carl said that micro layouts
are “USUALLY” less than three or four square
feet.
The very large scale modellers have an inherent
disadvantage when building Micros. The sheer
physical size and volume of items make it difficult
to fit layouts under 4 square feet. Layouts have
been built under the limit of course. But there’s a
lot of good work out there that is clearly Micro in
spirit, it just creeps over four square feet.
I do have a complicated theory on what constitutes
a Micro in large scales. But basically it boils down
to this. “You’ll know it when you see it.”
I hope you enjoy the issue, and we’ll see you in the
Summer.
If you like what you read here, then you can
subscribe. Just email MMRDeditor@gmail.com and
I’ll put you on the mailing list. You’ll be able to
download the magazine a whole week before
general release.
I look forward to hearing from you.

“Micro layouts are small model railroads, usually less than three or four square feet
in area that nonetheless have a clear purpose and excellent operating capability.”
Carl Arendt

The Micro Model Railway Dispatch is designed, and edited by Ian Holmes for micro model railway enthusiasts. Copyright
of the material rests with the original contributors. No copyright infringement is intended.
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Just a Quick Lager

Jürgen Heinritz
H0 Scale. Size:19” x 12” 500mm x 300mm

Overall view of this delightful, tiny layout
In the northern part of Bavaria lies Hof, a town
with a prosperous textile industry. The year is
1900.
Numerous spinning and weaving mills for
cotton were erected along the river Saale, some
even in the middle of the town. The owners and
directors of these mills wanted a tramway line
through the town, to transport their goods to
the main station and the raw products from the
station to their factories. At that time Hof had
about 10 breweries and their owners supported
the idea of a tram strongly. Unfortunately the
yards were very small as no space should be
wasted.
During an educational trip (industrial espionage
is a far too hard term for this) to the cotton
industry in England. Some members of the
tourist party discovered the narrow gauge lines.
On the way back home to Hof, they came
through the Achterhook region of the
Netherlands and saw the small box style locos.
Shortly after, a number of locos and wagons
found their way to northern Bavaria and a
narrow gauge tramway line was built.
So far the alternative facts. It is true that Hof
had a prosperous textile industry and a lot of

breweries. But the tram was an electrical one for
personal traffic with only one line: from the
main station through the town to the cemetery. I
don’t know if there is a hidden meaning within
that, but the line closed in 1920 temporarily,
and despite this being a temporary closure, the
line was never reopened.

Meanwhile the dog is chasing the cat.
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A boyhood dream: "When I grow up I want to be a locomotive driver too."
I am a confessed and practising Arendtian, a
follower of the doctrine of micro layouts of our
late grandmaster Carl Arendt. “No space is no
excuse.” as the Americans say.
As I did not want to miss my models on holidays
I was planning a little layout to go. Somebody
told me something about microbreweries.
Maybe I got something wrong, but the idea for
my micro layout was born. On Carl Arendt’s
website I found “Simplicity Sidings”, a layout
with only two tracks and a traverser. Perfect for
riding a loco and one or two wagons forth and
back. But a little bit too simple for me. So I
added a point with some more track for a little
bit more shunting fun. Later I found out that
this idea was not really brand new: it already
existed and was called “Inglenook”.
The baseboards are two painting bases from
Casani . They are connected with banana plugs.
The layout is 50 x 30 cm and the traverser 40 x
30 cm. The buildings are made from cardboard.
The fence is made from ice cream sticks and the
poles had once very high ambitions: they are
made from fireworks sticks. I like to keep things
simple.
The wagons are some bargains from the
Association’s second hand department and
some kits. The locos are 3D prints from
Shapeways with adapted 00 gauge Hornby
chassis. With an old Titan transformer that

produces an half-wave rectified power supply
they are excellent runners. I use ZT couplings.
They are close to German narrow gauge
prototype couplings.
I also like to tell little stories on my layout. I
have added some in the captions:

The worker Werner Seier is rolling out the
biggest barrel of the brewery for the
Volksfest weekend.
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The owner of the brewery engineer Ludwig Eberhard Nook (Ing. L. E. Nook) is talking to his
master brewer Georg Zwickl about a new sort of beer. But the idea of an alcohol free beer
seems not to find Zwickl Gerch's undivided enthusiasm. That might ruin his beer belly in
which he had invested so much.

The tramway locomotives are 3D printed kits on Hornby chassis’
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Monbulk Creek

Martin Kaselis
T scale: 1:350. Size:37” x 10” 930mm x 250mm

T scale can be used to model large locations accurately and still fill the micro layout ethos
A major appeal of small layouts is being
These also have severe limitations, so I ended
up designing and implementing my own version
able to turn an idea into a model within a
(with permission), and finally brought it to the
reasonable period of time – months instead of
point where it can be used for serious projects.
years. New scenes, scales and prototypes can be
Monbulk Creek is my first attempt at a full
tried, and each layout can tell a different story.
layout using this linear motor drive, and also my
If one doesn’t work out, then move on to the
first venture away from my usual British models.
next.
It is a 1:350 scale depiction of a popular
I have mostly modelled UK prototypes in N
viewing spot on Puffing Billy, the 2’6” gauge
scale, but some years ago was captured by the
tourist railway on the outskirts of my home
possibilities of T Gauge. Unfortunately, the
town of Melbourne, Australia. The layout has
drawbacks of poor running, vulnerability to
a scenic area of 37” x 10”, with a simple
dirt, the tiny range of RTR models and lack of
squeezed oval track plan centred on the line’s
proper turnouts make serious modelling in this
best-known wooden trestle bridge.
scale difficult. My focus gradually shifted to the
linear motor tracks from teenytrains.com.

It’s all done by magnets! How these tiny trains move
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The layout is built for fully automated
exhibition running with three trains, one slowly
snaking through the scenic section while two
others wait their turn. The trains and structures
are 3D printed on a common or garden FDM
printer, designed using OpenSCAD from
drawings and photos found online. The
eucalypts and tree ferns are adapted from cheap
plastic models. The backscene is a panorama
of a nearby river valley overlaid with pictures of
the trees on the layout’s two hills. The linear
motor track is a custom-designed sectional track
system, and each piece of track is a small
printed circuit board with the coils printed on
them as wires. These were then soldered
together into a complete layout. Since this looks
nothing like proper railway track, a paper
running surface coated with matte varnish was
printed with suitable artwork and glued on top.

The controller is a modification of a fairly
standard motor driver circuit (for the technically
inclined, a micro-stepped 3-phase brushless DC
motor driver).
The trains have rare earth magnets on the
underside, with each vehicle being self-propelled
so there are no limits on train length or haulage.
These slide along the flat track surface, with
non-moving dummy wheels. Models include
two NA class 2-6-2 tanks, the NG class
2-6-0+0-6-2 Garratt, a fire inspection trolley,
and an assortment of passenger coaches. The
chosen time period is the present day, so the
trains represent current (pre-COVID) tourist
traffic. As an experiment, I have also built, and
run scaled up versions of these trains in 1:220
scale (Zn30), which is the maximum practical
size for the system.

Five inch long bridge. Nothing in 4mm scale, but in T scale it’s huge
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A fire crew follows a steam train in the summer just in case any fires need putting out
I am slowly expanding the linear motor system
to handle most model railway needs, and
building additional layouts as I go (#4 is taking
shape). Its biggest advantages (especially
compared to conventional T Gauge) are very
high reliability, no need for track or wheel

cleaning, ultra-slow speeds, long trains, ease of
automation and equal applicability to trains,
cars and boats. Its main drawbacks are
inherently jerky motion, the lack of proper
wheels rolling on proper rails, and annoyingly
wide double track spacing.

A sweeping sinuous curve, perfectly captured. An ideal subject for this tiny scale
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Lyddlow Goods

Jordan Foster/Bob Hughes
English O scale. Size: 905mm x 275mm 3’ x 11”

If this picture warrants a caption it is “The mind numbing simplicity of the track plan
Lyddlow Goods was originally built by serial
micro layout builder, Bob Hughes of Sandbach,
Cheshire, UK. I bought it from him some years
ago now, & added a few minor detailing bits
myself.
Its purpose is to provide a relaxed half-hour or
so of shunting a few wagons about. Although I
have exhibited it twice at model railway shows.
I put a notice in front of it that read "No room
for a layout? Try O Scale!!"
The dimensions are 3ft x 11inch, with a
fiddlestick that takes total length to 4ft 8 inches.
It is simply two sidings next to a loading
platform, with warehouse building flats on the
back scene, and a road bridge as scenic break. I
like the way the bridge was angled away from
the viewer, giving a bit more space scenically. All
the track is powered, including the fiddlestick,
which is made with aluminium angles on a
piece of wood, it just rests in place to match
each siding, using the bridge abutments to line
up accurately.

Control is analogue 12v DC. It is definitely a
"One engine in Steam" layout - or "Splutter" if
a diesel is used!
The layout is British outline, and can represent
steam & diesel eras, approx 1950s to the 1970s.
It is ideally suited to small UK shunters and
wagons, and using scale 3-link couplers slows
things down to a realistic pace.
Figures are mostly white metal from Omen
(now closed as the owner has retired) and
Modellu resin 3D printed. The yard crane is
Peco, 'clutter' is a mix of scratch built & bought
details, such as the oil drums which are Skytrex.
One of the details I added was a Lledo
Vanguards Morris Minor 'scrap' car behind the
gate. It has a moulded tarpaulin half covering
it, with a black cat sitting on it. The nickname
for the Morris Minor was 'Moggy', which is also
a British slang term for a cat, so I have a
"moggy on a Moggy".
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One day, you find yourself walking down a grubby back street in some nondescript city in
the west of England. You look through the gateway as you pass it, and there it is. A small
railway yard. A superb atmospheric photograph

A small, simple layout like this can be perfect if you just want to shunt a few wagons
around for half an hour.
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The crumpled tarpaulin, the cat on the roof. Lovely details that add to this delightful shot.

Intently watching the loco draw up to the wagon to couple
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What is a Fiddlestick?

Ian Holmes
A quick exploration of this handy space saving device

The Fiddlestick is a relatively new invention in
the world of micro layouts. It is the minimum
you can get away with to “fiddle” trains behind
the scenes. Some people use just a piece of
appropriately sized softwood and lay a length of
track on that. But you can get a bit more
creative.
Jordan Foster provided me with some pictures
of his Fiddlestick for Lyddlow Goods, as well as

his box file layout from issue 2. In my archive, I
found some annotated pictures that the late
Jack Trollope provided me a few years ago for
his Fiddlestick Switch Job Micro.
Then I preview some layouts from the next
issue, and their Fiddlestick concepts. These sets
of pictures should help to show how these can
work, as well as give you some good ideas.

Befitting the simplicity of Jordan’s original
box file layout, the Fiddlestick was just as
simple. Just a length of wood with a piece of
track pinned to it. You can see it in the rear
of this picture.

The simplicity stretched to passing the
current to the track from Fiddlestick to
layout. As you can see Jordan used honest to
goodness fishplates. In a home environment,
this is all you really need.
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Jordan’s Fiddlestick for Lyddlow is a simple
affair. So simple it doesn’t even use track! Some
aluminium channel is fixed to a piece of wood
so that the edges are in gauge for O scale. (This
is a very popular method in the UK.) The use
of channel gives something to hold on as you
slide the Fiddlestick over to line up with each
road. Track alignment on the layout is taken

care of very cleverly. The abutments of the
road overbridge are designed to be the correct
distance apart so that when the Fiddlestick
butts up to them the track is lined up.
Ingenious! You can see that in the following
pictures. In this last picture, you can see the
Fiddlestick has an adjustable foot to make sure
everything is level.
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Here the Fiddlestick is lined up with the rearmost track

With the Fiddlestick lined up with the front track, you can see how the edge lines up with
the bridge abutment to achieve the correct alignment
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This is it! The entire length of Shortliner’s The Fiddlestick Switch Job.
a PECO Loco Lift and a clever pivot system he
was able to turn this Fiddlestick into a sort of
sector plate, that lined up with both tracks on
the layout, and provides electrical connectivity.

When the late Jack Trollope (Shortliner)
created his classic micro, The Fiddlestick Switch
Job, it causded a stir. It was a little under two
and a half feet long. Which for American stock
is pretty unheard of in H0. Jack’s Fiddlestick
system was a masterpiece of creativity. By using

The PECO Loco Lift had its foam sides
replaced with hardboard/masonite because of
all the handling it received.

Here you can see how the Loco Lift lines up
with the track.
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As you can see, the stick itself doesn’t have any
track on it. It is, quite literally, a stick. It’s
basically there to rest the Loco Lift on. The jack
plug on the end of the stick carries current the
loco lift when in place

Here you see the underneath of the
baseboard. Wires from the track to the
Fiddlestick through a jack plug and socket. As
you can see, the stick goes a fair way into the
baseboard to supply plenty of support to the
cantilevered overhang.

The far end of the stick shows the pivot, a stop to hold the Loco Lift in place, and stop a train
running off the end. The rails are soldered to the jack plug socket to preserve electrical continuity.
If you look carefully you can see that the PCB is gapped to stop an electrical short circuit.
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Coming up in the next issue of The Dispatch
is a feature on Marc Smith’s O scale Micro
“Clarbeston Road”.
Marc’s layout has a very unique feature to it. A
scenic sector plate.
Looking at his pictures I thought “Why doesn’t

someone use a scenic Fiddlestick on their
layout?”
Marc will talk about his idea in detail in the
summer issue. In the meantime, here’s a couple
of pictures of the sector plate on Marc’s layout,
to give you food for thought.

With the addition of a frame around the fiddle stick it could also make a nice display
feature in your living room when not being used on the layout.

This is the fiddle yard on Clarbeston North. Yes, you read that right. The fiddle yard.
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that feeds the locomotive shed. Another
outstanding, creative idea.

Also coming next month:
Alan Monk’s Bw Hasselhöf. His Fiddlestick
cleverly becomes the bridge deck of a turntable

The controller plugs into the Fiddlestick/turntable bridge and into the layout. Brilliant idea!

The turntable deck lined up with the tracks.
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Applewood Station

Paul Gohl
More on building a micro layout using only a 3D printer

The first thing I needed to do was create the
baseboard which, (sorry to disappoint was made
of wood, and not 3D printed).
In the above diagram, the scenic area was made
using a removable 1/8 inch (3.2mm) thick piece
of plywood. The fiddle yard to the right would
be hidden by a bridge and have a sliding
traverser that enabled fiddleyard traffic to switch
between the 3 tracks on the scenic part.
I had the idea of being able to save space and
materials and make it easier to create a different
scene on a same sized board in the future while

using the existing frame and traverser. That’s
how the theory goes. The buildings would not
be fixed to the board but made in such a way
that they fitted and stayed in place but could be
easily removed. Hence the ability to change the
scene and even take such a project to shows
without items being damaged. With this in
mind. I intend to make an industrial scene later
on, and use the entire board length to showcase
my 3D printed locomotives.

The platform
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Two areas needed consideration in the
beginning. The first was the station platform
area should to be able to support the area for
small station building structures. The second was
the track and how to place it so it provided both
an interesting, fairly realistic layout that allowed
for a few buildings and structures. The
placement of track can be a contention between
track, building and rolling stock needs. In an O
gauge micro layout this can be tricky due to the
lack of space compared to smaller scales.
I decided to first tackle the station platform size.
Knowing the size of the station buildings, I then
proceeded to the track layout based on my
diagram above. The screen capture on the
previous page shows some of the station
platform front brick work, supports and pavers
in my CAD program. A few of these were 3D
printed and painted and positioned on the
scenic board.

The track was designed with a much sharper
point curve which works well with the LNER Y7
steam locomotive I designed earlier. The rest of
the track consisted of short 3D printed straights
made to exact O gauge standards. I know plastic
track is not what people normally want but for
my use and the fact my O gauge designed locos
are radio controlled I have few issues with the
plastic track I make. It is not only functional but
looks good and is far cheaper than commercial
track. I am looking at ways to make the track
conductive so my Dapol locos can run on it too.
Below shows the 3D printed curved point. It was
printed in 2 main parts (left side and right side to
fit on my 3D printer) with the moving blades
printed separately. Notice the small screws used
for the point blades. I find the points don’t need a
spring to keep their position as the moving parts
were designed with tolerance that gives a fit that
stays where it is positioned.

3D printed point work? The hobby will never be the same again.
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Several straight track parts were printed and
they were painted using a red oxide primer that
sticks to plastic (important point) and then a
dirty black and brown mix of acrylic paint.
Once dry, I laid these being careful to ensure
the rails lined up properly.

The final result of the platform and track being
laid is shown below. Please ignore the white
painted areas. I was going to make this a winter
scene with snow but decided it would be much
more colourful without the ‘snow’. Testing the
track with my radio controlled LNER Y7
locomotive proved it to run well with no issues.

Track plan laid out. Everything looks fine.
The first building I decided to tackle was the
small coal house. This had already been
designed but I made the decision to make this a
mirror image with a few modifications. 3D
printing allows you to very easily create a mirror
image of a model with one click of the mouse!
I tend to use a glue that is ‘gooey’ and doesn’t set
immediately thus allowing positioning of parts
being glued (superglue is recommenced for PLA
plastic but I rarely use it as once it sets (almost
immediately) you can’t reposition the parts to
the exact way you want unless you are lucky
enough to get it right first time. I also designed
some coal bins which will be filled with real coal.
Shed loads of character in this shed.
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A beautiful station building, full of British character, all from a 3D printer
Designing and 3D printing model railway parts
is the most versatile and inexpensive way I have
found to create superb and totally unique
models. I must admit I am hooked on this
approach. Currently I am designing an O gauge
LNER B12 locomotive which is turning out to

be a really nice and fairly large radio controlled
model.
Next time I will show you how far this little
project has gone…..

Nick Kallis sent in details of this RPM meet at which
he is presenting a clinic, which he assures me will have
much for the micro layout designer..
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Bamboo Island

James Stanford
H0 scale. Size: 610mm x 610mm 2’ x 2’

In reality, the forest and the coast of Bamboo Island may be miles apart, on this layout
they are separated by inches. But neither scene intrudes on the other
This layout, which took a number of months
to construct (even though it is only 4 square feet
in size), had a few goals: Mainly to use up the
remaining model bamboo, agave, and palm
trees I originally purchased for my Brazilian
micro layout. To explore what is possible in a
2×2 feet, 600mm x 600mm space, that is more
complex than the standard loop of track.
This layout represents a fictional lightly laid
standard gauge railway that mainly transports
bamboo and some general freight between the
interior and the harbour of a fictional small
island nation located in the western Pacific
Ocean somewhere between Hawaii and New

Zealand. The railway is government-run
(usually at a loss) with some tourist or local
passenger trains which add variety. The island
grows bamboo for export and is a popular
destination for international tourists. The
nation, which owns and operates the railway, is
somewhat cash-challenged and has purchased
all motive power and rolling stock second hand
‘on the cheap’, mostly from Australian railways
wanting to rid themselves of old motive power
and rolling stock but also from anywhere else
that such items can be procured as cheaply as
possible.
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Up in the forests a generator awaits collection
I designed some track plans. Some of them
being derived from the traditional ‘pizza’ type
track plan, some based on the late Carl Arendt’s
‘Square Foot Estate’ but in H0/OO, and some
based on my imagination. I had initially
planned to build and use a CD turntable –
basically a CD/DVD disk converted to a model

A train heads into the forests
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railway turntable – but in the end I decided to
go for what I considered a more sane approach.
The plan I chose was very similar to the late
Carl Arendt’s “Square Foot Estate”, except that
it occupies 4 square feet instead of one and is in
HO scale instead of a much larger scale.

Scenery on the layout is mountainous, seaside
and tropical. There is a harbour scene, a
bamboo plantation and a mountain range
separating the harbour and plantation areas.
On the mountains and other uncultivated areas
tropical palms of various types and agave plants
were added, as well as creeping plants and lots
of grass. I also added some people and motor
vehicles to the layout which greatly enhanced
the look of the layout, and made it feel a bit
more ‘alive’. Because I used XPS foam as the
base of the scenery I was able to have some
parts of the scenery above track level and some
below such as the harbour, so the hilly and
undulating nature of the scenery has added

visual interest for the trains to run through.
As might be imagined, wiring for the layout is
simple, with only one bit of complication. So
that I could use my DCC system to control the
layout and avoid trying to add a DCC decoder
to the X200 loco, I decided to wire a DCC
decoder into the wiring of the layout itself. This
means that rather than an individual loco being
controlled by a DCC, the whole layout is
controlled as if it was a single locomotive. As
there would only ever be one loco on the layout
at a time I reasoned this wouldn’t be a problem.
Apart from that complication the wiring is
basically 2 wires soldered to each of the four
pieces of track.

To allow a locomotive and 2 wagons on the
sector plate, which is a standard length piece of
9.5” straight set track, I purchased an HO scale
X200 class NSWGR (New South Wales
Government Railways) rail tractor, a very short
2 axle loco. I had previously purchased 2
NSWGR ‘S’ trucks, short 4 wheel open wagons,
for use on the layout. I also converted an old 40
foot reefer with metal chassis into a flat car and
used a standard bay window US-style caboose
for use on passenger trains. The length of the
flat car and caboose was somewhat of a
problem at times and I looked for a solution.
The solution presented itself in an accident
which cause a 22 foot open mineral hopper to
sustain damage to a point where its body had to
be scrapped, but the chassis was still intact. I

converted that 22 foot open hopper to a flatcar
that can hold a 20 foot container. After that easy
conversion I set my eyes on something a bit
more difficult - converting the US-style bay
window caboose to be shorter. Not only did this
enhance operation due to less trackage required
to store those shorter cars and move them
around the layout, it also enhanced the overall
layout, as those converted pieces of rolling stock
give the impression that the local railway
workers converted the rolling stock to suit their
needs rather than using all stock-standard
rolling stock. Because the loco and two ‘S’
wagons fit comfortably on the sector plate. I can
have a train comprising of the loco + 2 wagons
as the longest train. A bit more interesting than
loco + 1 wagon!
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It might be tempting for those not yet initiated
into the world of micro layouts to think that
with just one loco and four pieces of rolling
stock that the layout would be boring to operate.
But this is not the case. I designed a train
timetable for the layout which has a mixture of
train types, based on which ‘day’ is being
operated. The timetable includes the following
types of trains: Bamboo train from Plantation
Freight Area to Harbour (loco + 2 ‘S’ wagons).
Empties from Harbour to Plantation Freight
Area (loco + 2 ‘S’ wagons).
A general goods/container train (loco + 1 flat
car with container) between Harbour and
Plantation Freight Area.
Tourist and passenger trains (loco + caboose)
between Harbour and Plantation Station – these
run more from Thursday to Monday when
there are more passengers.

Because the track lengths are not very long,
operating the layout so the right cars are in the
right place can be somewhat complicated,
especially at the Harbour end of the layout.
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This is a very nice view that shows great depth in the layout. Remember, the background is
only 2 feet away

Helicopter view of the harbour
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Naples Street

Rod Shaw
TT scale. Size: 4’ x 11” 1200mm x 275mm

A Google Earth view showing the track plan
Having spent a good few years building,
operating and exhibiting an American HO scale
switching layout, Yorkford, PA (Dispatch Issue
No.2). In 2017 I decided it was time for a
change. I still like American trains, and being a
fan of TT from my British 3mm scale
modelling years, I was pleasantly surprised to
find that a small amount of 1:120 scale
American TT was available, in both kit and
ready-to-run forms. Interestingly, it is produced
in Europe.
So, having sold my HO layout and a good
amount of stock, I ordered a few American TT
items and started designing a new layout. The
finished thing measures 48 inches by 11, with a

A very realistic view down the layout.

fiddle yard adding another 20. So within the
bounds of a micro layout with 48 square inches
to spare! So far the layout has been to five
shows… it would have been more but for the
pandemic and has been featured in the
magazine ‘Continental Modeller’.
The small industrial park straddling Naples
Street in the imaginary town of Sorrento,
Illinois, is served by a branch of Conrail in the
last quarter of the twentieth century. A mixed
bag of rolling stock makes an appearance,
moved around by a selection of small switchers.
The track plan is very simple – four sidings off a
central run-round loop, each with room for two
or three freight cars.
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Track is Peco HOm, left over from my 3mm
modelling days. The ties (sleepers) are a bit on
the chunky side for TT but look reasonable
covered in paint and ballasted. The gaps
between the ties would be too wide for a
mainline but are fine for a set of industrial
sidings.
The turnouts are a combination of Peco and
hand-built, all with live frogs. Like the track,
they are mostly left over from previous layouts.
The exceptions are two turnouts I built myself,
and which, much to my surprise, work without

problems. The turnouts are operated by
wooden under-baseboard pushrods, each of
which works a microswitch to change the frog
polarity as the points are changed. The
pushrods run from front to back of the layout so
the points can be changed from either side,
depending on whether the layout is being
operated at home or at a show. If you want
more prototypical TT scale track and turnouts,
they are available from Tillig and Kuehn.

Tracks disappear behind buildings.
Two of the locos are near-identical EMD
switchers, an SW8 and an SW1200, one lettered
for SOO and the other for Conrail. They are
made by Czech company MTB and were
supplied by Zeuke in Holland. They come with
an NEM 651 DCC socket, which enabled me to
easily fit a small Zimo decoder in each. They
both run very smoothly. I was lucky when I
bought these locos as the supply has since dried
up. The lack of ready-to-run locos is a problem
for American TT, but I gather a new offering is
in the pipeline.
The other three locos are Lionel 1:120 scale
GP9 display models which I obtained cheaply
from the US and motorised using a variety of

parts. I added sound to one of the models by
fitting a Zimo decoder with a sugarcube
speaker.
Sound for the other locos comes from two MRC
under-baseboard diesel sounders, a bit of a
compromise, but it works well enough.
Stock is mostly ready to run with the addition
of a handful of kit-built freight cars from Lok-nRoll and Siggis in Germany, and a 3D-printed
gondola from Shapeways courtesy of TT Nut.
The German kits come complete with trucks
and wheel sets and just need couplers. These
are from the Micro Trains and Kadee ranges;
the latter are for HOn3 but are perfect for TT.
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Naples Street yard is a busy place
Like the stock, American TT buildings are in
short supply, but you may be able to get away
with HO or N scale kits from the likes of
Walthers or Pikestuff, as these are sometimes
close enough to 1:120 scale to be acceptable.
The most crucial factor is probably door height
– if it’s around 16.5 or 17mm, or you can make
it so, it will do.
Short of finding what you want, one alternative
is to buy TT scale plastic kits from European
companies like Auhagen and convert them to
something a bit more American. Another way is
to download printable kits in PDF format from
one of the many suppliers and print them out
onto paper at the right scale. Or you can
scratch-build. Scratch building is not that much
harder than cutting out and assembling a
downloaded printable kit. Embossed plastic
sheet and corrugated paper give a more 3-D
look than flat prints, and you also have the
advantage that you can make something exactly
to suit the space you have and which is based on
any prototype you have pictures or plans of.

Most of the buildings on Naples Street were
scratch-built from a combination of embossed
plastic brick sheet, plastic strip, card and
corrugated paper, painted with various brands
of acrylic and enamel modelling paints, and
weathered with pastels. Some of them are
loosely based on photos of actual buildings in
Illinois. Some are detailed with left-over HO
windows and doors from Walthers. The
personnel doors and some of the factory
windows were designed using Microsoft Excel.
Clara’s Diner and the small workmen’s hut are
British 3mm scale resin castings. No point
letting them go to waste, and I like to think they
more or less blend in.The oil tank outside
Napoli Distribution is one of two from a Ratio
N scale kit.The backscene is made from 5mm
ply, covered with poster paint to give a simple
sky effect.The layout is lit from above by a selfadhesive LED strip fixed to a removable
wooden frame attached to the layout’s side
panels.
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Diners from repurposed passenger cars are commonplace alongside railroad lines. This is
a nice detail.

A busy day at Naples Street
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Pidley Sidings

Andrew Middleton
O scale. Size: 915mm x 275mm 3’ x 11”

Hidden within this simple compact layout is a 3-2-2 inglenook track plan.
Back in the late 1990s, I built a couple of O
gauge wagon kits and a small plastic loco. I
loved the chunky detailed feel of O gauge stock
but the lack of somewhere to run my stock
meant I lost interest and the stock was sold
(which I regretted later).
Roll forward to five years ago and I was again
tempted by another plastic kit and once again
started acquiring O gauge stock. Not wanting to
fall into the same trap I decided to build a
layout.
Sufficient space was a big issue so eventually, I
ended up with a three-foot by one foot
baseboard wondering how I could make this
work and Pidley Sidings was born.
Served by a 12-inch turntable to three sidings it

tries to represent some hidden part of the exGreat Eastern Railway (UK) somewhere in the
late 1950s possibly in the Cambridgeshire
village of Pidley. Even though it is a micro I set
out with the aim of making it as realistic as
possible within the small space. Operation is
limited but I can lose myself for an hour
shunting and it has helped me to improve my
modelling skills.The main stock is provided by a
Dapol Class 08, a Connoisseur Kit built J68 and
an Ixion Fowler Diesel. There are more locos
than rolling stock with a (kit built) J15 and
(Little Model Railways) Class 15 sometimes
visiting, but both are too large to do anything
other than move between sidings. A J69 is also
in the shops awaiting repairs.

Did you notice that the track plan of “Pidley
Sidings” is basically a version of the classic
Inglenook arrangement? This version is a 3,2,2.
But where the vast majority of iterations of the
track plan place the longest siding on the
outside of the layout, Here it’s in the middle,

with the shorter sidings outside. This opens up
some interesting visual opportunities, which
Roger has taken care of to great advantage.
This little tweak raises this small inglenook
above the norm.
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Lovely atmosphere. All in 3’ x 11”
I’ve tried to focus on key pieces of detail and
weathering to try and enhance the overall look
and feel. I’ve enjoyed setting up pictures for
photography which have been posted in several
different places online including the O Gauge
Guild’s third book of small layouts.
A lot of lessons have been learnt from Pidley
and a new slightly longer 4-foot layout is under

construction with a sector plate that allows
several trains to be held rather than the one
train as currently on Pidley Sidings. A micro-O
gauge layout may not be everyone’s cup of tea
but for me, it has given me a fulfilling O gauge
outlet in the space I have available. And
hopefully proves that even in a small space you
can enjoy O gauge and have a realistic layout.

A very atmospheric shot
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This is a great example of how the tweaking of the arrangement of the Inglenook sidings
has lead to this delightful vignette in the back corner of the layout. Old, disused coaches
were often used for storage in small railway yards. The scene reeks atmosphere and is one
of my favourite views of the layout.

Don’t forget to listen to the
Podcast!
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Bleak Moor Loco Shed

Mike Pottage
OO gauge 4mm:ft scale Boxfile layout

Overall view of the layout. I feel freezing cold just looking at it!
Bleak Moor Quarry Shed is my second OO
gauge box file layout and came about as a result
of finding an interesting black and white picture
of a loco shed on the ‘net’. I decided to produce
the box file in monochrome and to use snow, a
new modelling medium to me, to create a
winter scene.
The micro layout portrays a down-at-heel
quarry shed where locos are fuelled and
watered, and simple repairs are carried out on
wagons. A covering of snow still lies on the
hillside overlooking the shed, but at rail level,
most of the snow has melted.
The real challenge came in using many different
shades of grey, something I was told is very

difficult to do. Once I knew this, I just had to
give it a go! For me, monochrome can be so
much more evocative and atmospheric than
colour.
The track is Code 100 and the single ‘Y’ point is
controlled by wire in tube. Wiring is designed
for use with DCC and a rotating fiddlestick
allows hands free turning of wagons.
Ballast is a combination of Das modelling clay
and fine sand whilst the granite setts (paving
blocks) are plastic with the surface distressed
and painted. All structures are scratch built
from card except for the grounded van which is
a plastic kit.
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The hillside is constructed from polystyrene and
ready mixed filler covered with white static
grass. Before adding the grass, the hillside was
painted grey so that the snow looks like it is
melting. The fence in the foreground is made
from matchsticks and single strand electrical
cable whilst the fenceposts in the background

are very thin card with the wires drawn onto the
backscene. This hopefully helps to develop the
perspective. All card structures and the seafoam
trees were sprayed with a plastic primer before
being painted and weathered with artists
acrylics.

The monochrome presentation creates an interesting feel
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The corrugated metal coal stage made from an
aluminium food container, contains real coal
whilst the road surface began life as a piece of
fine sandpaper. The backscene and tree are
hand painted and the loco and wagons were a
first attempt at weathering stock. A brand new
Hornby centenary 0-4-0 Peckett had to suffer in
the name of art! By no means perfect, but not a
disaster either I feel! The Oxford diecast Land
Rover parked on the road was also weathered

and a tarpaulin load made and placed in the
back. Three workers populate the layout along
with the quarry dog. A second dog, standing on
the pavement which was made from individual
‘tiles’ of card, is looking through a gap in the
fence. Finally, the melting snow was bought
from a local Games Workshop supplier and
applied with a cocktail stick.

A dog peers through the fence at something
Train operations are simple and unhurried
which reflects life in general at Bleak Moor. A
loco or a wagon may arrive for simple
maintenance, or a wagon may be left in a siding
awaiting inspection. Sometimes, if the quarry
has a particularly busy day, then a wagon is
parked in the second siding and shunted to the
first when it becomes available. The loco may
also need to return to the shed to be fuelled and
watered. The layout’s name is displayed on a
cardboard lighting pelmet, (valence) but this was
detached for most of the photos as it creates
unwanted shadows. This needs working on.

Plans are afoot to join Bleak Moor to a second
box file, but I haven’t worked out how to extend
the scene, although the inclusion of frozen
water as a new modelling skill is on the agenda.
Very often, visitors to exhibitions see large
layouts on display and feel that building a model
railway is beyond their skills and financial
means. I hope that my example, along with
others in publications such as ‘The Dispatch’
prove that anyone can have fun, no matter what
size layout they choose to build. The railway
modelling world needs more micro layouts!
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Hillside Halt

Derek Bolton

009 Scale Micro Model Railroad Cartel 1 sq. ft challenge winner

The stone wall being a part of the frame for the layout, really sets this layout off
I grew up in a small town in Northern
Ireland where the local railway had been closed
long before I was born. I played safely along this
abandoned track, that was grown over with tall
grasses and wild flowers, with my childhood
friends. I now live in Lisburn that has a much
used railway service and now I can hear the
trains from my back garden. I have always been
a maker/crafter but only took up railway
modelling about six years ago and now I belong
to both the Ulster Model Railway Club and
Cooke Centenary Model Railway Club both of
which are based in Belfast.

I model in the fictional world of “Sunflower Hill
and Edge Water Docks” or SHED for short and
Hillside Halt is a 009 narrow gauge railway. I
scratch build as much as I can and 3D printed
most of my rolling stock. Hillside Halt is loosely
based on the narrow gauge railways of North
Wales and Ireland with little bits taken from lots
of different places with the main inspiration
being Plas Halt on the Ffestiniog Railway,
Wales. Its a small slate and stone building on a
single line track running through pretty woods.
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The main base is white expanded polystyrene foam
which I cut and carved to shape. It was then
covered in Sculptamold and refined to close to
where I wanted it to be. Then I painted the whole
white landscape brown to kill the white before
covering the whole base in fine soil. At this time I
defined the path leading away from the halt up
onto the hillside and small stones were glued on the
path. I build quickly once I have the scene set in my
mind and this part of the build only took one long
day allowing for drying times The stone wall along
the front was made with 5mm foam core board as a
base with Woodland Scenics Talus stones glued on
to it to try and make it look like a dry stone wall.
When dry, I pinned the wall with bamboo sticks,
glued it to the front of the layout and then used
Sculptamold to fill any gaps and landscape the
front.

Track laying and ballasting was next and at this time I added a few little water puddles. The fence along
the wall top was made with cut down matches, stained brown with scaled barbed wire glued to them.
The halt building itself is again foam core cut and glued before being covered in air dry clay which was
textured with a 3D printed textured roller. Lastly the roof is corrugated tin sheet.
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What a delightful eye level view.
The trees are a mix of seafoam and Woodland
Scenics armatures that I took some time to
make as realistically as I could. The back scene
is a Gaugemaster photo backdrop mounted on
a foamcore frame work to try and remove some
weight. Putting the backdrop on was tricky as I
wanted it to be folded at the layout corners to
create a 3D surround so some tiny cuts in the
photo backdrop had to be made and then
carefully concealed by trees. Flowers and scrubs
were added along with the leaf litter that I
made from dried Autumn leaves that were
ground down in an old food processor. The
finishing touches took the longest time and I
remade trees a few times to get the look I
wanted. I also moved the halt building about
and removed stones; the list of items that were
re-situated is long but I nearly always ended up

putting the things back to where I had first
placed them. People were added to the scene
and really added another depth to the
perspective of the model. Last but not least, I
planted a few sunflowers as they are a favourite
of mine.
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Excellent use of a photographic back scene. It seamlessly melds into the foreground
The baseboard was built to hold the scenic area
and to give space for a loop and siding at the
back that allows for different running
operations. The face is MDF and was painted a
matt grey as I didn’t want to be eye catching but
rather to simply lead into the main scene. The
all important lighting is a LED strip that was
wired to a power source.
Railway modellers often wish to have the largest
layout possible but being limited to one square

foot made me consider every little detail that I
wanted to include and to question if the
addition would add enough to the overall scene
to warrant its inclusion. I’m very happy and
proud of what I’ve built but like any railway
modeller I wonder if a layout is ever really
finished or if it could do with just another little
tweak of the design. For now, though, I’m
eagerly looking forward to my next railway
modelling challenge.
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Shinasakaue

Doug Coster

Micro Model Railroad Cartel challenge entry N scale

I started with a piece of white foam board (size
is 670x135mm), added a couple of extra pieces
at one end to make hills, and dug out some at
the other end to make a gully. Everything was
just painted brown first (for earth – there was no
plaster or any other scenery shell) except for
where the track went, then I painted the sides of
the track (Tomix brand) rusty and placed it in
position, then added ballast. Next were the
buildings, made by Tomytec, then ground cover
in various shades and textures were added.
Lastly some Tomytec trees and some grass tufts
and bushes completed the vegetation. To
complete the scene, figures were added to show
a family using the rest area, a rail fan taking
photos, and school children waiting for the next
train.

Being a long-time Japanese N scale
modeller, these restrictions of the Micro
Model Railroad Cartel challenge gave me a
reasonable space to fit a small rural station into
a scene. It depicts one half of a small station
called “Shinasakaue” (⽀那坂上) somewhere in
northern Japan on a single track mainline,
around the late 60s, early 70s. Local trains can
stop here for passengers, and to wait for freight
and express passenger sets to go straight past.
The other end of the station loop is on another
module which I will build later. There is also a
public toilet, and a “refreshment” area with
vending machines and seats/tables nearby, as
well as a maintenance shed next to a short
storage track (which is also used as a “runaway”
track to protect the mainline).

Lovely station detail that helps set the time and place
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These views (above and below) down the layout shows how narrow the baseboard is.

Masterful use of the back scene in this shot. Can you believe that the base board here is just
over five inches deep?
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Covid lockdown Micro

Frédéric Mottet

Scale H0e. Size 24” x 10.5” 63cm x 26cm
Frédéric Mottet, from France sent these
pictures of his superb lockdown Micro Layout.
Many French modellers made good use of their
time by building Micro Layouts during Covid.
The box of the layout is made of plywood. The
running surface and scenery formers are made
of thick cardboard. the ground being modelled
in kraft paper covered with plaster. The canal is
painted with acrylic and then covered with gel
medium.
The small house and the warehouse along the
canal are made of 2mm cardboard. The doors
and windows were from plastic kits. The stone
bridge is cardboard covered with plaster and

engraved. The metal bridge is made of fine
cardboard with added bands to give relief.
The back buildings are treated in bas-relief.
This is again cardboard covered with sheets of
plastic card bricks or engraved foam. The floors
are covered with various flocking. The trees are
real plants coming from my garden and covered
with flocking.
The Peco 009 track is sharply curved and glued
in place with Neoprene adhesive. The sharp
curves mean only short trains can be run.
The backside is a hand painted landscape.
With such a simple track plan only two wires are
needed. Just connect them and the trains run.

Charming overall view of this little layout
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How construction started. The trackbed is multiple layers of corrugated cardboard

The building obstructs the view and helps disguise the sharpness of the curve
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“Bonjour mon ami. Les poissons mordant-ils aujourd’hui?”

A short train emerges from the factory
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A short train makes its way over the bridge

The delivery truck waits for the train to cross the road
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Reading Signal works

Alan Monk

4mm/00 scale. Size: 4’ x 1’ 1200mm x 305mm

Aerial view shows the track plan
Reading Signal Works was located
immediately to the north of Reading General
station, opening in the late-19th Century to
supply semaphore signals and components, level
crossing gates, signal box staircases and
windows across the GWR and later BR (WR).
Final closure came in 1984, followed by
demolition and redevelopment of the site for
the station multi-storey and commercial use.The
section modelled was, in reality a 2-road 'urban
canyon' in the SW corner of the site. For better
'play' value, a third siding was added to make an

The layout on display at a show

inglenook arrangement.
The layout is built on an Ikea ‘LACK’ 110 cm x
26cm floating wall shelf with a 4mm ply fascia/
backscene and uses Peco Code 75 track inlaid
into EVA foam and card ‘concrete’ paving.
Power is usually from a DIY battery hand-held
controller and the LED lighting runs off
another battery pack. Structures are a mix of
kit- and scratch-built and based (loosely) on the
prototype.
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A view along the 4’ length of the layout
The layout features suitable Departmental locos
and Signal & Telegraph branded rolling stock,
including Ruston 88DS 20/97020 and Barclay
06 97804, both scratch built by my friend Clive
Mortimore. The rolling stock is a mix of RTR
and kit, including a couple of more modified
examples like the cable-drum carrier (ex-Bogie
Bolster E) and the Whiting (modified from a
Fruit D kit). Stock is all fitted with Kadee
couplings and a long wooden skewer is used to
uncouple.
The project began as a simple test-bed for a
(slightly) larger O Gauge micro-layout version
(still to be built) but would serve equally well as
a low-cost and simple shunting puzzle that takes
up minimal space and can be quickly set up and

taken down for an operating session on any
suitable desk or table.
I have deliberately omitted any signage to allow
the layout to also cover my US and East
German modelling interests, using H0 stock.
Operationally, it’s a classic 5-3-3 ‘inglenook’
shunting puzzle in UK OO mode - 8 wagons
are arranged randomly between the 3 sidings
and a card system is used to select 5 wagons to
form a train – the usual inglenook challenge is
to marshal the train in the correct order in the
shortest time and/or fewest moves.
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A busy day at Reading Signal Works

Small locomotives, like this scratch built departmental shunter/switcher are vital for a
micro layout
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Ackerman Bauer Foods

Paul Boehlert
H0 scale 3.5mm:ft Size: 4’ x 6” 1200mm x 150mm

An evening at the workbench often includes
a lot of stops and starts while we wait for a glue
joint to set up, or a coat of paint to dry. To have
fun during these involuntary timeouts, I built
Ackerman-Bauer Foods, a small and simple
switching layout that sits on my workbench.
Forty-eight inches wide by six inches deep, and
is essentially a single-switch industrial yard with
a short engine track at one end.
Ackerman-Bauer Foods is a mid-size industry
that produces everything from ketchup to
canned peaches to frozen TV dinners. It
receives a steady flow of inbound cars of meats,
produce and other ingredients, and ships
carloads of product daily. In a few years it may
be absorbed by one of the food-processing
giants, but for now its blue and gold labels are a
familiar sight in Red Owl and IGA stores across
the Midwest.

Ackerman Bauer set up on a desk for a short
switching session
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One of the best things about micro layouts is
that they can be built from odds and ends you
may have on hand. A leftover piece of pink
foam was cut to size and framed with scrap
pieces of lattice board. I found two Peco code
83 #5 turnouts and four pieces of flex track in
the storage closet, and put them into service
as Ackerman-Bauer’s yard trackage. There’s just
one critical dimension--the switch lead must be
long enough to hold the engine and two 40-foot
cars clear of the points to the dock switch.
The food-processing plant itself was cobbled
together from a box of Walthers Modular parts,
a DPM wall section for the office wing, and a
small handful of detail parts. There’s even a
hunk of cast Hydrocal wall in there, taken from
another kit.
The west end of the plant has three shipping
and receiving doors. Door 1, on the left, handles
refrigerator cars and insulated boxcars, while
door 2 has piping for unloading tank cars. This
door is also used for loading cardboard, lumber,
cullet and other waste for transport. Door 3,
with its large roll-up door, is for general lading

and non-food items such as glass bottles and
other packaging materials.
Switching is simple. Inbound cars arrive on the
interchange track at front left and are spotted at
the correct loading doors, while outbound loads
and empties are pulled from their spots and
moved to the interchange for pickup by the next
local freight. The railroad itself is pretty basic as
well; switch points are thrown with the flick of a
fingertip, and for the ultimate in simplicity I
didn’t do any wiring.
Wait, what?
Ackerman-Bauer is a dead-rail layout. The
SW1200 from Proto 2000 was converted to
BPRC (battery power, radio control) by Robert
South of Rerailer Hobbies, who also mapped
the engine,s performance curves for me. It’s the
best-running locomotive I’ve ever had, and
track cleaning is never needed.
This was a quick and easy project, and it’s great
fun to operate during breaks from model
building. Small and simple can be very
satisfying.
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Crossways Wagon Works

John Cavell
O gauge, O:16.5 gauge 7mm:ft Size:27” x 20” 685mm x 508mm

Overall view, not a point/turnout in sight!
Crossways Wagon Works is part of a
fictitious preservation society set somewhere in
Britain. It is what remains of a much larger
enterprise, established in the 19th Century.
Today it’s the hub of the society’s wagon and
carriage maintenance, repair and restoration
activities – a wonderful excuse to run whatever I
like, regardless of era, origin or purpose,
provided it will fit.
The layout is an experiment, my first attempt at
7mm modelling and track building. My
objective was to produce a compact, low cost
layout that would be interesting to operate and
entertaining to watch. I also wanted a shunting
puzzle that was something a little different.
It is unusual in that it combines 0 gauge (32mm)
and 9mm gauge on the same track, there are no
points/turnouts/switches, nor are there any
curves. The extra line on the traverser provides
a narrow gauge loco run around; it is compact
for an O gauge layout, it fits on the back seat of
a small car.

Note: while railway traversers were (and still are)
used in the real world, and some UK railway
works had their own narrow gauge railways, I
don’t know of the two being combined.The
layout is 12v dc. A twin track Gaugemaster
controller is used, with one track dedicated to
drive the traverser, and the other for all standard
and narrow gauge loco movements. Isolating
sections are provided to hold a loco at a given
place; e.g. a standard loco can be held on the
entry/exit track while the narrow gauge shunter
manoeuvres wagons in the works. As only small
standard gauge locos are used, and only propel
one wagon at a time, a OO / N gauge
controller is quite sufficient.
I very much wanted the layout to be ‘hands free’
with remote coupling and uncoupling. DG
couplings provide for this; their design allows a
wagon to be uncoupled and immediately
pushed without it reconnecting. Only two static
magnets are required; one in the centre of the
dual gauge track at each end of the traverser.
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The track plan, as built (NB the traverser is 9” / 229mm long):

The base board is 6mm (1/4”) ply and softwood battens, with diagonal bracing to provide a
rigid, fairly light structure.
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The main building dictated the final track position and is adapted from a two road engine
shed made by Lcut. All the parts interlock, so it was reconfigured to what was needed,
three roads wide by two bays deep.

The works narrow gauge locomotive on the traverser
In summary, the original concept works and the
layout has been well received at exhibitions.
There’s plenty more detailing to do. I’ve just
received some excellent 3D printed items for the
workshop: lathe, milling machines, pillar drill
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and donkey saw plus fire extinguishers and
alarm bells from Mudmagnet Models (again, no
connection but a very satisfied customer). Then
there’s a 0-4-0 battery electric shunter to finish
and wagons to make.

Operations using the traverser: A standard gauge loco pushes a wagon towards the
traverser. The locomotive is too heavy for the traverser, so leaves the brake van on it.

Once on the traverser, the van can be lined up with any workshop road.
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But the van will need to be pushed into place. So a narrow gauge loco is collected from its
engine shed. As you can see the traverser is dual gauge

Using the other sidings, the loco is able to run around the wagon
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The narrow gauge locomotive can then push the wagon into place

It leaves the Brake van to be worked on and goes about its work elsewhere.
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Sayer & Sons Sand

Mark Sayer
16mm scale: Size: 100cm x 60cm, 39” x 23”

Mark’s Sayer and Sons fits a lot of track into a very small space. The track is 3d printed,
as are many of the locomotives and scenic accessories.
I started the layout during the Covid
lockdowns. I wanted a layout to be able to be
viewed on all sides and get different views every
time.
I had the Loco Remote track printed for me as
a place to run the PS models locos I had built.
Packaging from various polystyrene items was
used to build the scenics up. PolyFilla (Spackle
to our US readers) was spread over the top. Cat
litter was used as ballast. Sieved, and then glued
into place. Static grass products from WWS
scenics made weed tufts and H0 scale ballast for
the centre plot of the layout. The idea of the
layout was to do it on a budget so that I kept
costs down.
Although now I think I may have more stock
and locos than layout. This is the first layout I
have ever built. So I keep looking and wanting

to add to it. I will do it in time.
The shipping container and baskets are
3dWayne products. The little hut in the middle
is a Pendle Valley Models workshop product
painted and weathered.
The shed in the middle started life as the
wooden packaging from an ornament, with
some corrugated card on the roof and painted
using rattle cans. The layout is themed on a
sand terminal to drop sand into lorries very
fictional. All locos are controlled by LocoRemote WiFi controls. The wagons consist
mainly of Binnie tipper wagons. The figures are
“BusyBodies” made by Rob Bennett.
I’ve really enjoyed building this layout and plan
on adding to it. There are plans for a working
conveyor for loading and unloading wagons
when the extension is done.
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This large scale allows exceptional realism when photographed outside

Everything in this view is 3D printed
Editor Says:
Chris Rennie at Loco Remote has a range
of files available to download for free to
enable you to print your own industrial

track work. As you can see from the
photographs. It’s very realistic. It’s
available at locoremote.co.uk
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I love this view. It really feels like a small narrow gauge railway preservation society
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Fiddle Yard

Some thoughts on the Cartel Challenge

While researching a new project recently, I
happened upon Carl Arendt’s original article
about the Squarefoot Estate Railway. The
seminal layout that, though not by any means
the first micro layout, certainly did a lot to
popularise the term and the concept.
One thing I discovered while reading all this
again, was that 2022 is the 21st anniversary of
the layout’s appearance in print. (Which was the
summer 2001 issue of the G scale society
journal, if you’re interested.)
So I thought, what better way to mark the
“coming of age” of this important layout than
to honour it in a competition?
Simply speaking, you remake the Squarefoot in
your image.
That means you take the original track plan,
three lengths of track (two curved), connected
by a sector plate in the corner of the layout, and
design your own layout around it. Here’s the
extra twist: you can build it in any size area up
to four square feet. This extra space will give the
larger scale modellers a good chance at entering
the competition.

Carls layout and original plan

What can you do and what can’t you do? You
can do anything, just as long as your trackplan
looks like the original. You can’t add extra
sidings. But you could move them closer
together if you wanted to save some space. You
could even move them further apart if you
wanted to. The pivot point for the sector plate
needs to remains in the corner, but can be
moved slightly to alter the angles between the
tracks.
Just as long as the track plan contains the
elements of the original Squarefoot.
An industry with a working feature like in the
original layout would be nice, but you don’t
need to do that. You could model a locomotive
depot to show off a collection of critters and
wagons if you wanted. It’s up to you.
You could make the layout in a smaller area in a
smaller scale. You could make it larger area (up
to 4 square feet) in a larger scale. You could
even make it larger in a smaller scale.
I’m excited to see what you come up with.
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